
ROUND 1 - FISH 
(all about fish)


Atlantic, pink, king, chinook, and sockeye are all species of what fish? 
ANSWER: Salmon


In the human body, the hippocampus takes its name due to its resemblance to what equine 
fish, a species where notably the male carries the animal’s eggs in a pouch? 
ANSWER: Seahorse


Pristella, cardinal, and neon are common varieties of which fish often kept in aquariums, which 
share their name for a prefix meaning “four”, because the fish were named for their four-sided 
fins? 
ANSWER: Tetra


Mike Gordon, Page McConnell, Trey Anastasio, and Jon Fishman are the members of what jam 
band with an aquatic name that formed in 1983? 
ANSWER: Phish


ROUND 2 - RAINBOW TROUT 
(all about multicolored things)


The eight markers in a Crayola 8-pack of markers are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, 
black, and what 8th color? 
ANSWER: Brown


In Genesis Chapter 37, who received a coat of many colors from his father Israel (formerly 
Jacob)? 
ANSWER: Joseph


Bifrost, a bridge that looks like a rainbow, stretches between Earth and what mythical place? 
ANSWER: Asgard


NASCAR driver Kyle Busch drives a yellow car and is sponsored by what brand, which has a 
24,000-square-foot store in Times Square? 
ANSWER: M&M’s 



ROUND 3 - STRIPED BASS 
(similar to how bass has different definitions with different pronunciations, given two definitions, 
give the word that is shared by both despite different pronunciations)


Region like the Atacama or Kalahari / To abandon 
ANSWER: Desert


Product sold by OPI / Nationality of the composer Chopin 
ANSWER: Polish


Majestic or noble / National Black Business Month and Psoriasis Awareness Month 
ANSWER: August


Purpose or reason / Drink sometimes consumed in Shinto purification rituals 
ANSWER: Sake


HALFTIME 
“Intergalactic Planetary” - see picture round attached 
ANSWERS: 
1. Arrakis (the sand worm from Dune) 
2. Cybertron (Optimus Prime from Transformers) 
3. Dagobah (Yoda from Star Wars) 
4. Gallifrey  (The 13th Doctor from Doctor Who) 
5. Krypton (Clark Kent from Smallville) 
6. Melmac (Alf from ALF) 

ROUND 4 - BLACK CRAPPIE 
(all about toilets)


Also called a float valve, what eight-letter word is the floating sphere, attached to a lever, that 
controls the level of water in a toilet’s tank? 
ANSWER: Ballcock


What family member names the series of “Bathroom Readers” published each year since 1988, 
and includes fun facts and other perusing information? 
ANSWER: Uncle John


Although the movie is more remembered for its shower scene, what 1960 film was the first 
American film to show a flushing toilet? 
ANSWER: Psycho


In “Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets”, who tells Harry “Oh well, I’d just been thinking, if 
you had died, you’d have been welcome to share my toilet”? 
ANSWER: Moaning Myrtle 



ROUND 5 - LONGNOSE GAR 
(each answer contains the letters “gar”)


The grapes grown in the Italian cities of Modena and Reggio Emilia are the only grapes that can 
be used to make the authentic balsamic variety of what condiment / dressing? 
ANSWER: Vinegar


What animal appears in a red triangle in the logo for Qantas Airways? 
ANSWER: Kangaroo


What is the surname of Virginia, a 20th century obstetrical anesthesiologist who created a test 
to assess the health of a newborn immediately after birth. She also wrote the 1972 book “Is My 
Baby All Right? A Guide to Birth Defects”. 
ANSWER: Apgar


In the Tchaikovsky ballet “The Nutcracker”, what character who rules over the Land of Sweets 
performs a namesake dance that features a celesta solo? 
ANSWER: Sugar Plum Fairy


ROUND 6 - SPOTTED SUNFISH 
(all about the sun)


What do the letters SPF stand for on a bottle of Coppertone? 
ANSWER: Sun protection factor


In 1993 while playing with the Phoenix Suns, what basketball player nicknamed “the Round 
Mound of Rebound” was voted the league’s Most Valuable Player? 
ANSWER: Charles Barkley


The songs “Sun King” and “Here Comes the Sun” both appear on what monumental 1969 
album? 
ANSWER: Abbey Road


While an aviator flies in the sky, what word for someone who travels on foot is also the name of 
a line of sunglasses by Ray-Ban? 
ANSWER: Wayfarer 



FINAL QUESTION


Since 1967, the Country Music Association has presented the CMA Award for Entertainer of 
the Year, whose first three winners were Eddy Arnold, Glen Campbell, and Johnny Cash, and 
whose three most recent winners are Luke Bryan, Garth Brooks, and Keith Urban. Name any 
five of the seven female acts to win the award.


Taylor Swift (2009, 2011) 
Dixie Chicks (2000) 
Shania Twain (1999) 
Reba McEntire (1986) 
Barbara Mandrell (1980, 1981) 
Dolly Parton (1978) 
Loretta Lynn (1972)


ALSO NOMINATED (And Who They Lost To)  
Carrie Underwood (Garth Brooks) 
Miranda Lambert (3x, Luke Bryan twice, Braid Paisley) 
Lady Antebellum (Brad Paisley) 
Sugarland (Kenny Chesney) 
Faith Hill (Dixie Chicks) 
Kathy Mattea (George Strait) 
The Judds (Hank Williams Jr) 
Crystal Gayle (Willie Nelson, Dolly Parton) 

TIEBREAKER:

Birth year of Slade Gorton, the namesake of Gorton's Fisherman. 
ANSWER: 1832



PICTURE ROUND - INTERGALACTIC PLANETARY 
Given these aliens, name the fictional planet which they are best associated.
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